In 2010, a magnitude 8.8 earthquake hit Chile, devastating parts of the country. Having just completed its national socioeconomic survey, the Chilean government reinterviewed a subsample of respondents, creating unusual longitudinal data about the same persons before and after a major disaster. The follow-up evaluated posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) using Davidson's Trauma Scale. We use these data with two goals in mind. Most studies of PTSS after disasters rely on recall to characterize the state of affairs before the disaster. We are able to use prospective data on preexposure conditions, free of recall bias, to study the effects of the earthquake. Second, we illustrate recent developments in statistical methodology for the design and analysis of observational studies. In particular, we use new and recent methods for multivariate matching to control 46 covariates that describe demographic variables, housing quality, wealth, health, and health insurance before the earthquake. We use the statistical theory of design sensitivity to select a study design with findings expected to be insensitive to small or moderate biases from failure to control some unmeasured covariate. PTSS were dramatically but unevenly elevated among residents of strongly shaken areas of Chile when compared with similar persons in largely untouched parts of the country. In 96% of exposed-control pairs exhibiting substantial PTSS, it was the exposed person who experienced stronger symptoms (95% confidence interval = 0.91-1.00).
A t 3:34 on Saturday morning, 27 February 2010, an earthquake of magnitude 8.8 struck in the Pacific Ocean, 65 miles west of Concepción, Chile. This was the planet's sixth most severe earthquake since 1900. 1 The quake and tsunami caused more than $30 billion in damages, damaging or destroying 370,000 houses, 4013 schools, and 79 hospitals. 1 More than 500 people were crushed, drowned, or burned to death by fires. 1 Posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) are often reported after earthquakes. 2, 3 The literature suggests that the psychological effects of trauma vary from one person to another, possibly because of differing resilience to psychological stress. 4, 5 Also, two persons may experience the same event but experience different traumas, such as physical injury or loss of a loved one, and may be differently affected by displacement, loss of income, and destruction of property. 6, 7 Because most people who experience injury or loss of income do not develop frank posttraumatic stress disorder, heterogeneous experiences explain only part of heterogeneous symptoms. A limitation of many studies is that, because an earthquake or similar disaster is not anticipated, investigators most usually rely on retrospective recall of key variables, such as intensity of exposure and conditions before exposure. A person in distress after an earthquake may recall exposure to the earthquake as more severe than someone not in distress, 8, 9 or may recall conditions before the earthquake differently. If distress distorts memory, it may consequently distort associations between current status and recalled exposure adjusting for recalled preexposure status. The current investigation addresses these difficulties by using prospectively recorded conditions before the earthquake, and objective geologic measures of ground shaking.
Natural disasters strike without purpose or deliberate target, but they are less equitable than randomized experiments. Low-income residential areas may be more often found along fault lines, low-income homes may be constructed of poorer materials less resistant to earthquake damage, and poor health or limited financial resources may limit ability to respond and recover after an earthquake has struck.
Chile's earthquake provides a unique opportunity because, shortly before the earthquake, Chile's Ministry of Planning and Cooperation had completed its national socioeconomic survey (CASEN). Shortly after the earthquake, they reinterviewed a subsample of the original respondents. It is unusual to have detailed data on the same persons for a large sample before and after a major disaster.
We use these data not just to assess the effects of the quake, but also to illustrate recent developments in statistics concerning the planning of observational studies to reduce sensitivity to unmeasured biases. A sensitivity analysis quantifies the magnitude of unmeasured bias that would need to be present to materially alter the conclusions of the study. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Studies vary substantially in their sensitivity to unmeasured biases-a fact that is not revealed by the magnitude of a P value computed assuming that there is no bias. [16] [17] [18] [19] Like statistical power, design sensitivity anticipates the outcome of a sensitivity analysis when the data are generated by a particular design and analyzed by particular methods. Once quantified, study designs and methods of analysis are seen to vary substantially in their tendency to yield results sensitive to unmeasured biases, a fact that is not revealed by power calculations performed assuming that there is no bias. [16] [17] [18] [19] The specific tactics used here to reduce sensitivity to unmeasured biases include the following:
• Prospective natural experiment with extensive covariates.
One seeks a situation in which the treatment is inflicted on one person and withheld from another in a somewhat haphazard fashion, without deliberate purpose, and in which many relevant pretreatment covariates are measured prospectively. In such a situation, one does not anticipate large unmeasured biases-in part because large biases of all kinds are not anticipated and in part because many potential sources of bias are measured. As noted above, the Chilean earthquake is unusual among disaster studies in satisfying the second condition. • Extreme exposures, rather than a continuum including minor exposures. One seeks to compare a treated and control group that experience very different exposures to the treatment. [16] [17] [18] For this reason, we compare severely shaken and largely untouched regions of Chile. • Methods tailored to anticipated patterns of response.
The general principle is that if one anticipates a specific pattern of treatment effects, one uses methods that can detect this specific pattern. In the specific case considered here, we anticipate severe PTSS in some but far from all persons severely shaken by the earthquake. Using methods designed to detect such a response pattern will reduce sensitivity to bias if the anticipated pattern does, in fact, occur. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] If one represented severe versus negligible exposure by a term in a model, such as indicator variable or a continuous measure of ground shaking in a regression, the model would estimate a typical effect with a magnitude that would greatly understate the effects of the trauma on some persons, and by understating the true magnitude of effect, would overstate the sensitivity to unmeasured biases.
Investigating sensitivity to unmeasured covariates is facilitated by the use of simple, transparent methods to control for measured covariates, such as multivariate matching. 17, 22 Multivariate matching compares matched treated and control groups that look comparable before treatment with respect to many measured covariates. Whether groups look comparable in measured covariates is a fact in the data that can be settled unambiguously before entertaining the inevitably more contentious and uncertain issues involving unmeasured covariates. When these tasks are merged-when adjustments for observed covariates are merged with sensitivity analysis for unobserved covariates-it can be difficult to determine the extent to which either task has been completed successfully (17, Chapter 6) .
Our analysis uses recent techniques for multivariate matching for observed covariates, found in the mipmatch package 23 
Estimation of the Intensity of the Earthquake
Peak ground acceleration is a physical measure of how strongly the earth shakes in a given geographic area. Using the values provided by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), 1 we estimated the peak ground acceleration in each of the counties where the postearthquake survey was collected ( Fig. 1 ; eAppendix, http://links.lww.com/EDE/A637).
Study Design
Writing about clinical trials, Peto et al 24p.590 state: "A positive result is more likely and a null result is more informative if the main comparison is of only 2 treatments, these being as different as possible." In observational studies, this design, with two very different treatments, is expected to yield results that are least sensitive to unmeasured biases. In other words, under simple models for dose response, the design with two very different treatments has the largest design sensitivity, whereas inclusion of marginal exposures in a doseresponse analysis tends to make conclusions more sensitive to unmeasured biases. 16 ,17( §17.2),18( §6.4) For these reasons, we matched 2520 survey respondents who experienced little or no shaking as measured by a peak ground acceleration smaller than 0.014 (the control group) to 2520 respondents who experienced strong shaking as measured by a peak ground acceleration of 0.275 or more (the exposed group).
The survey included 11,485 persons with peak ground accelerations in the defined ranges from whom psychological and health outcomes were requested. We excluded 181 respondents who did not provide either psychological or health outcomes, 1,191 who reported a younger age when reinterviewed, and 56 who reported a different sex, leaving 7305 exposed and 2752 controls. In the indigenous ethnic group, there were more controls than exposed persons (Table 1) , and so exposed were matched to controls, yielding 210 pairs. For other ethnic groups, there were more exposed than controls, and so controls were matched to exposed, yielding 2310 pairs. Thus, we analyzed 2520 pairs in total, or 5040 persons-half of whom were exposed.
Posttraumatic Stress
The postearthquake survey included the self-rated Davidson Trauma Scale. 25 Each of 17 PTSS from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition is rated twice on a five-point scale, once for frequency (1 = "not at all" to 5 = "every day") and once for severity (1 = "not at all distressing" to 5 = "extremely distressing"), yielding a score of 2-10 for each symptom, or a possible total score of 34-170.
Construction of the Matched Samples
We used new, recent, and standard matching techniques. The new techniques 23 use mixed integer programming in IBM's CPLEX, made available in R as mipmatch. (See the Discussion section for information on alternative software.)
We estimated a propensity score 26 for the conditional probability of avoiding severe exposure to the earthquake given the covariates in Table 1 . A robust covariate distance was computed between each exposed person and each potential control with a caliper on the propensity score. 17( §8) Matching was exact for sex, indigenous ethnic group, and 5-year age categories, and self-rated health and housing quality were finely balanced. 23 
Analysis of the Outcomes
In an observational study, the association between exposure to a treatment and an outcome after adjustment for observed covariates may reflect either an effect of the treatment or a biased estimate attributable to some unmeasured covariate. We conducted a sensitivity analysis to assess the magnitude of unmeasured bias that would need to be present to alter the conclusions of a naive analysis that presumes adjustment for observed covariates suffices to remove all bias. [10] [11] [12] [13] Conventionally, a study is said to be sensitive to bias of a particular magnitude if such a bias could cause the 95% confidence interval (CI) to include effects that change the sign of the effect.
The sensitivity analysis used methods tailored to an effect in which trauma strongly affects PTSS for some exposed persons and has little or no effect on many others. 20, 21 In particular, based on results in several other reports, 17( §16),18( §6.6), 19 we used Stephenson's 31 generalization of Wilcoxon's signedrank statistic with his m = 8. We first describe the motivation for this statistic, then describe some of its mechanics.
Salsburg 32 was concerned that some drugs appear to work for some patients but not for others. There are reasons to anticipate such effects: humans are heterogeneous biologically, cognitively, and emotionally, in ways only partially understood, and so a drug that works for one person may do nothing for another. As a statistician, Salsburg was especially concerned that available statistical methods were optimized to detect small effects that affect everyone in the same small way, rather than large effects confined to a small subpopulation, and available methods often missed effects that were are dramatically evident in, say, box plots. Conover and Salsburg 20 built a test optimized to detect large effects confined to small subpopulations; it is quite different from conventional tests that respond to the average treatment effect. Their optimized test does not yield an easily interpreted CI; however, a similar test was proposed by Stephenson, 31 who was motivated by different considerations, and Stephenson's test does yield CIs and sensitivity analyses. 21 Instead of looking at exposed-minus-control pair differences one at a time Stephenson's test looks at m = 8 pair differences, focusing on the pair with the largest absolute difference in outcomes. In this way, the Stephenson-Conover-Salsburg test shifts attention to large-but-less-common effects while remaining robust to outliers. For numerical evaluation of the specific value m = 8, see the article by Rosenbaum 19 (Table 3) . With 2520 pairs, Stephenson's statistic looks at all 4 × 10 22 subsets of m = 8 exposed-control pairs. In each subset, this approach finds one of the eight pairs with the largest absolute difference in PTSS. Unlike a typical pair, in this one pair there is a larger-than-typical absolute difference in PTSS. Rosenbaum 21 calls this one pair the "peak response." In the set of eight pairs, a 1 is scored if the peak response involves an exposed person with elevated PTSS, and a 0 is scored if it is the control who has elevated PTSS. If the earthquake had no effect, we would expect that half of the sets of eight pairs would score a 1 and half would score a 0 for peak response in that set of eight. As seen in the results, in Chile the percentage of pairs that were scored as 1 was not 50% but rather 96%. When there was a big difference in symptoms, it was almost always the exposed person who exhibited elevated symptoms.
Stephenson's statistic is Wilcoxon's statistic for m = 2 and is the sign statistic for m = 1. (Software for this is available in the online supplement of the article by Rosenbaum.) 19 At the price of certain amount of notation, Stephenson's statistic may be expressed as similar to an attributable risk. 21 PTSS will occur among some controls, perhaps resulting from domestic or criminal violence unrelated to the earthquake. Speaking informally, half of the peak responses should occur in the exposed group by chance, and 96% is 46% higher than chance; thus 0.46/(1 − 0.5) = 92% of the excess peak responses not owing to chance are estimated to be attributable to effects of the earthquake; see the article by Rosenbaum 21 for a precise statement with a CI.
RESULTS

Covariate Balance
Covariate balance is displayed in Table 1 , which contains means for 46 covariates measured before the earthquake, before and after matching. A successful match will exhibit similar means after matching. Before matching, the group exposed to the earthquake had fewer members of the indigenous ethnic group, fewer years of education, lower employment, lower income, and lower rents; however, these differences are nearly absent in the matched sample. All the means are proportions unless noted. Standardized differences express the difference in means as a fraction of a pooled standard deviation before matching. There are substantial imbalances for several covariates before matching, and only negligible imbalances after matching. that men were matched to men, and women to women, but housing quality was balanced without being paired. 30 Figure 2 shows that the income distribution differed before but not after matching. The balance for 46 measured covariates is substantially greater than expected by complete randomization of 5040 persons to two groups of equal size (see eAppendix, http://links.lww.com/EDE/A637). Randomization balances unmeasured covariates, whereas matching cannot. Table 3 illustrates heterogeneous effects for the one question about difficulty falling asleep, 33 although ignoring who is paired with whom. Many more persons who were exposed to the earthquake when compared with controls reported extensive difficulty in sleeping, and yet more than half of the exposed respondents (1,382/2,520 = 55%) reported no difficulty. Similar patterns were present for the other symptoms. Figure 3 looks at all 17 symptoms, depicting the exposedminus-control pair difference in Davidson Trauma Scores. Figure 3 has a density estimate or smoothed histogram (from density in R). If the effect of the earthquake were constantthe same for every exposed person-then the density would be symmetric about that constant value, and the constant could be estimated as the coefficient of an indicator or dummy variable in a regression. However, that is not what we see in Figure 3 . The density is sharply skewed right, with large positive differences occurring much more often than large negative differences-and yet the mode or peak is close to zero. Many pairs exhibit no indication of PTSS, whereas some pairs exhibit large positive differences in PTSS; thus it would be a mistake to estimate the effect of the earthquake on PTSS as the coefficient of an indicator, or as a mean, median, or other typical difference. For instance, the point estimate for the typical difference based on inverting the Wilcoxon's test is 20.0 (95% CI = 18.5-21.0); however, these and similar measures assume a constant effect, and so they are very misleading. It appears that some people are severely affected and others less affected: a typical effect The score is the sum of a frequency response and a severity response, both scored 1 to 5, and so the possible scores are 2 to 10, with 10 indicating both the highest frequency and the highest severity. Many more exposed individuals than controls reported difficulty sleeping, and yet more than half of the exposed individuals (1,382/2,520 = 55%) reported no difficulties. After Matching x = income (1000 pesos)
Effect on PTSS
Pr(income x) Exposed Controls FIGURE 2. Cumulative distribution of household total per capita income for exposed and control groups before and after matching. The cumulative distribution is the proportion of persons with income less than or equal to x. Before matching, exposed subjects had lower income. After matching for KS distance, the entire distributions are almost the same. The KS distance is the largest vertical distance between the two curves. of 20 misrepresents many negligible effects and some dramatic effects. If the effects were a constant effect of 20, then Figure 3 would be symmetric about 20, which it clearly is not. Recall from the Methods section that Stephenson's 31 statistic looks at all subsets of m = 8 pairs and estimates the probability that the largest absolute difference in m = 8 pairs has higher PTSS for the exposed person than the control. A probability of ½ suggests no effect of the earthquake. In Figure 3 , the estimate of the probability for m = 8 is not 0.5, but rather 0.96 (with one-sided 95% CI from ref. 21 of 0.91-1.00); that is, in 8 pairs, the largest absolute difference is a positive difference 96% of the time, with a larger trauma score for the exposed person than the control. In a matched pair, if there is a substantial difference in PTSS, it is almost always the exposed subject who has greater symptoms.
Moving away from the naive assumption that adjustments for observed covariates remove all bias, we examine the sensitivity of this finding to biases of specific magnitudes. 14,15( §4),21 Bias is measured by a parameter Γ that describes a pair of one exposed and one control subject matched on the 46 observed covariates: it says their relative risk of exposure to the earthquake may be as high as Γ or as low as 1/Γ owing to differences in unobserved covariates. 19 ,expression 1 In a clinical trial, random assignment of treatments ensures Γ = 1; that is, each subject in a pair has the same ½ chance of receiving the treatment, with relative risk of treatment of (½)/ (½) = 1. If Γ = 2, one subject might have a probability as high as 2/3 of treatment, the other as low as 1-2/3 = 1/3, so the relative risk of exposure to the treatment is at most (2/3)/(1/3) = 2. Thus, Γ = 2 is a moderately large departure from a randomized experiment. We ask how much bias, measured by Γ, would be needed for the naive 95% CI (0.91-1.00) in the previous paragraph to be moved to include 0.5 and smaller effects, which would imply that even the sign of the effect is in doubt. For this, 95% interval to include 0.5 owing to biased exposure to the earthquake, an exposed and a control subject matched on the 46 observed covariates would need to differ in their relative risk of exposure to the earthquake by a factor of more than Γ = 14 attributable to an unobserved covariate not controlled by the matching. This covariate would need to be a near-perfect predictor of posttraumatic stress. (More precisely, the two-sided 95% CI just covers 0.5 for Γ = 14.6.) If the unobserved covariate were less than a perfect predictor of posttraumatic stress, then it would need to increase the relative risk of exposure by a factor of more than 30, and increase the relative risk of a positive difference in PTSS by a factor of more than 30 to explain the observed association (ie, Γ = 14 amplifies to Λ = 30 and Δ = 30 in the notation Rosenbaum and Siber 34 ). For comparison, Hammond's 35 study of heavy smoking as a cause of lung cancer (one of the least sensitive studies in epidemiology 15 (Table 4 .1) becomes sensitive at Γ = 6.
If Wilcoxon's statistic (m = 2) is used, the difference in PTSS is judged more sensitive to unmeasured bias, becoming sensitive at Γ = 6.0, rather than Γ = 14 for m = 8. For m = 20, also evaluated in ref. 19 , the difference in PTSS becomes sensitive at Γ = 22.4. If one looks at the largest absolute difference in PTSS in all sets of m = 20 pairs, the difference is positive 98% of the time reflecting greater symptoms for the exposed individual in the pair, as distinct from 96% of the time for m = 8 as seen earlier. This pattern is expected for a treatment that harms some people and spares many others.
The eAppendix (http://links.lww.com/EDE/A637) presents parallel analyses for (1) subgroups defined by sex, age, and ethnic group; (2) pairs reporting no physical health problems; (3) standard subscores of the Davidson Trauma Scale; and (4) a subscore that avoids reference to specific trauma. These analyses vary slightly, with somewhat greater PTSS for women, and for older people, but the difference in PTSS has the same form as Figure 3 in all subgroups and subscores, and it is highly insensitive to unmeasured biases.
DISCUSSION
The Chilean earthquake offered a unique opportunity to assess the effect of trauma on PTSS because of longitudinal data free of recall bias, with detailed information about the same people before and after the earthquake. Guided by the statistical theory of design sensitivity, [16] [17] [18] the comparison was designed to be as insensitive as possible to biases from unmeasured covariates; in the end, the results were indeed 
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Exposed-minus-control pair differences in PTSS scores FIGURE 3. Exposed-minus-control matched-pair differences in posttraumatic stress symptoms (PTSS) scores for 2520 matched pairs. The upper figure is a nonparametric density estimate (using default settings in R) and the lower figure is a box plot. To aid the eye, the vertical line is at zero difference.
The graphs indicate that many pair differences were close to zero, consistent with no difference in symptoms, but differences that were far from zero were mostly positive: when PTSS differed, it was the exposed person who typically experienced severe symptoms.
highly insensitive. Specifically, severely shaken regions of Chile were compared with untouched regions, and exposure to the earthquake had a strong and heterogeneous effect on PTSS. In particular, in 96% of pairs exhibiting substantial PTSS, the exposed rather than the unexposed person exhibited elevated symptoms (95% CI = 91-100%). Because heterogeneous effects were anticipated, statistical techniques with power to detect such effects were used. Combining standard 17, 22 and new 23, 30 techniques, the matching balanced 46 observed covariates measured before the earthquake, including socioeconomic status, housing quality, health, and health insurance. Figure 3 shows the heterogeneous pattern of PTSS effects in pairs that are similar in 46 covariates. Adjustment for covariates using a model would not yield a simple depiction of heterogeneous effects among similar people. Indeed, some model-based analyses never entertain the possibility of heterogeneous treatment effects, instead estimating a typical effect as the coefficient of an exposure indicator in a model. If only a subset of exposed persons responds to exposure, an estimate of a typical effect may miss a stable and substantial atypical effect. 20, 21 Advice about study design from design sensitivity derives from mathematical proof and simulation [11] [12] [13] ; however, the advice is intuitively sensible. Ever since the first sensitivity analysis, 10 it has been known that larger treatment effects are less sensitive than smaller effects; however, the meaning of this, once one moves beyond the 2 × 2 table, is unclear. If a treatment strongly affects some people and leaves others unaffected, then is that a large effect? The mean or median effect may be small, but the effect on affected persons may be large and unambiguous (Fig. 3) . Statistics built to detect heterogeneous effects 20, 21 judge this to be a large effect, hence an effect insensitive to small unmeasured biases. 17( §16),18( §6.6) When two (or more) patterns of effect are plausible, an appropriate analysis may look for two patterns correcting for multiplicity. 36 Similarly, if more intense treatment produces larger effects, the largest and therefore least sensitive effects will be found in a comparison of intense exposure and no exposure. 16 ,17( §17.3),18( §6.4) We have discussed design sensitivity as it is relevant to the study of the earthquake in Chile; other aspects of design sensitivity are not discussed here but may be relevant to other studies. 17, 18 Matching was done using the new R package mipmatch. 23 Once installed mipmatch is fairly straightforward to use, but installation is not as simple as for most R packages because IBM's CPLEX must also be installed. IBM makes CPLEX available for free to academics. The mipmatch package does some unique things, such as finely balancing many variables at once, force balancing on the mean of a continuous variable, and balancing a continuous variable such as income at every quantile. However, somewhat less general packages, such as Hansen's optmatch 37 and Yang's fine balance, 29 produce excellent matched comparisons, and install effortlessly.
Hansen's optmatch is illustrated in Rosenbaum. 17( §13) Software in R and a practice session for the sensitivity analysis are in the online appendix to ref. 19 .
One limitation is that our PTSS information is based on self-report. There is no evidence internal to the survey about the relation between self-reported symptoms and what a psychiatrist would determine. It is conceivable that a natural disaster reduces stigma associated with reporting PTSS and this might account for some of the increase in reported symptoms.
PTSS were dramatically but unevenly elevated among residents of strongly shaken areas of Chile when compared with similar people in largely untouched parts of the country. Contrary to some prior expectations, 38 exposure to disasters is less equitable than random. Residents of highly affected areas had less education, lower income, and lower employment, and they lived in cheaper housing; however, these measured differences could be removed by matching. The exposure may have been inequitable in other unmeasured ways, as well, but the sensitivity analysis shows that these unmeasured biases would need to be very large to negate the main conclusions.
